


LACORSA SOLO VARIANT by BOB BEDORE

While playing Lacorsa with friends is a great, pulse pounding, 
strategic race to the �nish, there are times when you’re alone 
and you just want to play. The following are rules that will let 
you experience the thrill of the race all by yourself. 

First, keep in mind that this version is more about watching the 
overall race or series than it is about controlling one car through 
the game. In this variant you’ll be controlling all the cars and just 
letting the race play out. 
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RACE TYPE

The number of players determines the game type.

Teams’ Championship 
2-3 players: Each driver operates two racecars. Point totals are 
combined for both racecars.

Drivers’ Championship
4-6 players: Each driver operates one racecar. Drivers may form 
teams in pairs and combine their point totals. Teammates may 
discuss their race strategy but not which cards they intend to 
play.

PRE-RACE
 
Pick the number of cars you want to race in the series. Four to 
six cars is the preferred way to use in this scenario as less than 
that seems to be a waste. Take the cars and the corresponding 
marker cards for each and set them aside. 

Deal out the cards for each car like you would normally, keeping 
all cards face down. Randomly place one of the marker cards 
next to each pile of cards. 

RACE STRATEGY

Now you’ll go through each hand, one at a time, and set the 
race. You’ll decide the qualifying card(s) and then plan out the 
rest of race. All of the Extending cards will go on the bottom of 
the deck in any order you choose. 

The decks should all be set up with your choice for Qualifying on 
the top, the rest of the race in the middle, and the Extending 
cards at the bottom. Once all of the decks have been set up, you 
are ready to begin the race. 
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QUALIFYING

Just like a normal game, all of the cars will show their top card(s) 
and an order will be established. Place the cars on the track and 
then put the decks in front of you in the order for this lap. 

The racecar with the lowest ranking card is placed in the last 
position on the board (�gure 1). In qualifying only, a tie is 
resolved with a roll of the die (highest roll wins).



�gure 1 - QUALIFYING

the cards played by each racecar
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THE RACE

Start of the Race
 
Now the race is played out in normal fashion except that as a 
card is needed for each car the top card for that car will be 
turned over. In the event that a Redline card is turned over, 
immediately turn over the next card and play the total amount. 

Play order is handled just like a normal game and cars can work 
to move up the track. 

�gure 2 - START
�rst challenge on the �rst race lap

Extending
     
As mentioned earlier, the Extending are on the bottom of the 
deck. If a car is in a position to Extend you can check if there is 
an Extending Card on the bottom and, if it �ts within the rules, 
use it. Remember that rules for a “3” card still apply. Remove 
the card, place the deck back down, and Extend the car (if 
applicable).

Next Laps

At the beginning of each lap it is recommended to arrange the 
card decks in the order of cars. Since cars will often switch 
positions, this is the best way to remember which car is next in 
line for a move. Use the marker cards to help with this. 
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Luck in Motorsport

While this solo variant of Lacorsa doesn’t allow you to make the 
decisions on the �y, it does allow you to watch a race as a 
spectator and can be quite exciting. You will realize pretty 
quickly that you don’t remember how each of the decks were set 
up and you don’t know which cards are coming next. Think of it 
like you’re watching some of your friends play the game. Don’t 
pull for one car of another to win, just watch the race play out. 

Finish
 
The game plays out like a normal race and will continue until the 
normal version’s conditions are met and a race �nish order has 
been established. 

Assign points for position and get ready for the next race in the 
circuit. 

Scoring

Scoring is based on the system used in Grand Prix racing from 
1962-1991.
 

9 points are awarded for �rst place
6 points are awarded for second place
4 points are awarded for third place
3 points are awarded for fourth place
2 points are awarded for �fth place
1 point is awarded for sixth place

“you take the best driver in the world and you give him a lesser car, our car frankly, 

and he won’t win.” - Cyril Abiteboul, Renault F1 Team
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SAMPLE RACE

In a four car race the hands were dealt out with the following 
results:

Red: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 9, 8, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2 (Pretty Good Hand!)
White: 12, 11, 11, 10, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1
Green: R, R, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2
Blue: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Looking them over one at a time and trying to �gure out the best 
course of action, I set the cards in the following order: 

Red Car – A ton of speed early and the ability to hold off cars 
should make up for the shortage of Extend Cards. I’ve decided to 
pretty much play it straight with the speed at the top, but saved 
a nine for later in case Red needed a last minute move. 

Red Hand: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 8, 6, 4, 9, 4, 2, 2

White Car – Hand is balanced. I have decided to play it slow at 
�rst and hope for a big burst mid race to make the difference.  A 

lake of Extend cards could be troubling. The 3 Extend is put on 
the bottom since it is likely to be in the pack. 

White Hand: 9, 10, 8, 12, 11, 11, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 1, 3

Green Car - Needs to stay in the race and hope for a late pass at 
the end. 

Green Hand: 5, 5, 7, 6, 10, R, 9, R, 8, 4, 3, 3, 2

Blue Car – Blue is in a tough spot. The number of Extend cards 
is nice, but can it get out ahead of the pack early and use them? 
They’ll have to try. 

Blue Hand: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Note: When putting the hands together you have to stay 
objective. Don’t think about what the other cars are already 
doing. Just build to the strengths that each hand gives you. Feel 
free to make choices about what you think is the best course of 

action, but don’t take into account that you already built a hand 
that is stronger at the start so you need to build for the �nishing 
laps. Just build. 

THE RACE

At the start we have Blue winning a die roll and taking the pole 
position, Red in the second spot, White in third, and Green 
giving up the start with that “5” card. The race begins. 

Green makes a weak attempt at passing White (5 vs 9) and 
doesn’t make it. 

White now goes after Red (8 vs 12) and is stopped.

Red challenges Blue (11 vs 11) and is also stopped. 

Blue has an open track and checks the bottom of its deck and 
Extends with a 1.

Next lap �nds Green pushing White (7 vs 12) and once again 
�nding nothing.

White goes after Red (11 vs 10) and makes a PASS! With the 
Blue car Extended, White has to try and catch him. The 3 on the 
bottom pays off and it moves closer to Blue.

Red now has to play catch up and plays it’s Extend card (2).

Blue plays another Extend (1) and opens up a bit of a lead. 

After two laps Green is in last with a full car length to make up 
before reaching Red. Red is directly behind White, and Blue has 
a car length lead in �rst. 

Lap 3 sees Green play an Extend to pull up on Red

Red challenges White for second (9 vs 11) but is held off.

White checks for an Extend and �nd a (1) at the bottom and 

races to close in on Blue.

Blue and its wealth of Extend cards plays another (1) and 
spreads out the �eld. 

Lap 4 and it’s time for Green to try and make a move. It goes up 
against Red (6 vs 8) and is denied. 

Red plays Extend (2) to catch up to White.

White plays Extend (3) and pulls in behind Blue.

Blue plays Extend (2) and keeps a car length lead. 

After Four Laps we have a race order of Blue, White, Red, and 
Green. There is a car length between each car. 

Lap 5 Green plays Extend (3) and moves in behind Red. 

Red checks for an Extend and �nd nothing! 

White has and Extend (3) and moves up behind Blue.

Blue checks for an Extend but only has a (3) and can’t advance. 

Lap 6 starts with Green trying to pass Red (10 vs 6). He is 
successful and swaps places. He then uses an Extend (3) and 
slingshots a space ahead. 

Red is dead in the water without an Extend. Oh how things 
might have been different if the driver had won the die roll. He 
looked strong at the beginning, but it didn’t work out for him. 

White is now going to try and take the lead from Blue (8 vs 10) 
but it held off. 

Blue can’t extend and stays put. 

Lap 7 �nds both Red and Green without Extends and their fate 
sealed. It is now a two car race. 

White goes for another pass on Blue (7 vs 7) and is once again 
denied.
 
Lap 8 and White goes for the pass again (7 vs 6) and White goes 
into the lead!

Blue tries to get the position back (5 vs 6) but is blocked. 

It’s down to the �nal lap and once last chance for Blue to get the 
lead back (5 vs 4) and he makes the pass on the �nal lap to win 
the race. 

Race results in Blue, White, Green Red. 

Obviously, this game played out with people playing the right 
card at the right time could have ended very differently. Also, if 
Red had won the Pole it could have jumped out. But it is the not 
knowing that can be very exciting in this variant. 

It also helps you think up different strategies to use with the 
hands you’re dealt. 

Enjoy the Race!
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SAMPLE RACE

In a four car race the hands were dealt out with the following 
results:

Red: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 9, 8, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2 (Pretty Good Hand!)
White: 12, 11, 11, 10, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1
Green: R, R, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2
Blue: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Looking them over one at a time and trying to �gure out the best 
course of action, I set the cards in the following order: 

Red Car – A ton of speed early and the ability to hold off cars 
should make up for the shortage of Extend Cards. I’ve decided to 
pretty much play it straight with the speed at the top, but saved 
a nine for later in case Red needed a last minute move. 

Red Hand: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 8, 6, 4, 9, 4, 2, 2

White Car – Hand is balanced. I have decided to play it slow at 
�rst and hope for a big burst mid race to make the difference.  A 

lake of Extend cards could be troubling. The 3 Extend is put on 
the bottom since it is likely to be in the pack. 

White Hand: 9, 10, 8, 12, 11, 11, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 1, 3

Green Car - Needs to stay in the race and hope for a late pass at 
the end. 

Green Hand: 5, 5, 7, 6, 10, R, 9, R, 8, 4, 3, 3, 2

Blue Car – Blue is in a tough spot. The number of Extend cards 
is nice, but can it get out ahead of the pack early and use them? 
They’ll have to try. 

Blue Hand: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Note: When putting the hands together you have to stay 
objective. Don’t think about what the other cars are already 
doing. Just build to the strengths that each hand gives you. Feel 
free to make choices about what you think is the best course of 

action, but don’t take into account that you already built a hand 
that is stronger at the start so you need to build for the �nishing 
laps. Just build. 

THE RACE

At the start we have Blue winning a die roll and taking the pole 
position, Red in the second spot, White in third, and Green 
giving up the start with that “5” card. The race begins. 

Green makes a weak attempt at passing White (5 vs 9) and 
doesn’t make it. 

White now goes after Red (8 vs 12) and is stopped.

Red challenges Blue (11 vs 11) and is also stopped. 

Blue has an open track and checks the bottom of its deck and 
Extends with a 1.

Next lap �nds Green pushing White (7 vs 12) and once again 
�nding nothing.

White goes after Red (11 vs 10) and makes a PASS! With the 
Blue car Extended, White has to try and catch him. The 3 on the 
bottom pays off and it moves closer to Blue.

Red now has to play catch up and plays it’s Extend card (2).

Blue plays another Extend (1) and opens up a bit of a lead. 

After two laps Green is in last with a full car length to make up 
before reaching Red. Red is directly behind White, and Blue has 
a car length lead in �rst. 

Lap 3 sees Green play an Extend to pull up on Red

Red challenges White for second (9 vs 11) but is held off.

White checks for an Extend and �nd a (1) at the bottom and 

races to close in on Blue.

Blue and its wealth of Extend cards plays another (1) and 
spreads out the �eld. 

Lap 4 and it’s time for Green to try and make a move. It goes up 
against Red (6 vs 8) and is denied. 

Red plays Extend (2) to catch up to White.

White plays Extend (3) and pulls in behind Blue.

Blue plays Extend (2) and keeps a car length lead. 

After Four Laps we have a race order of Blue, White, Red, and 
Green. There is a car length between each car. 

Lap 5 Green plays Extend (3) and moves in behind Red. 

Red checks for an Extend and �nd nothing! 

White has and Extend (3) and moves up behind Blue.

Blue checks for an Extend but only has a (3) and can’t advance. 

Lap 6 starts with Green trying to pass Red (10 vs 6). He is 
successful and swaps places. He then uses an Extend (3) and 
slingshots a space ahead. 

Red is dead in the water without an Extend. Oh how things 
might have been different if the driver had won the die roll. He 
looked strong at the beginning, but it didn’t work out for him. 

White is now going to try and take the lead from Blue (8 vs 10) 
but it held off. 

Blue can’t extend and stays put. 

Lap 7 �nds both Red and Green without Extends and their fate 
sealed. It is now a two car race. 

White goes for another pass on Blue (7 vs 7) and is once again 
denied.
 
Lap 8 and White goes for the pass again (7 vs 6) and White goes 
into the lead!

Blue tries to get the position back (5 vs 6) but is blocked. 

It’s down to the �nal lap and once last chance for Blue to get the 
lead back (5 vs 4) and he makes the pass on the �nal lap to win 
the race. 

Race results in Blue, White, Green Red. 

Obviously, this game played out with people playing the right 
card at the right time could have ended very differently. Also, if 
Red had won the Pole it could have jumped out. But it is the not 
knowing that can be very exciting in this variant. 

It also helps you think up different strategies to use with the 
hands you’re dealt. 

Enjoy the Race!
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SAMPLE RACE

In a four car race the hands were dealt out with the following 
results:

Red: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 9, 8, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2 (Pretty Good Hand!)
White: 12, 11, 11, 10, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1
Green: R, R, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2
Blue: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Looking them over one at a time and trying to �gure out the best 
course of action, I set the cards in the following order: 

Red Car – A ton of speed early and the ability to hold off cars 
should make up for the shortage of Extend Cards. I’ve decided to 
pretty much play it straight with the speed at the top, but saved 
a nine for later in case Red needed a last minute move. 

Red Hand: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 8, 6, 4, 9, 4, 2, 2

White Car – Hand is balanced. I have decided to play it slow at 
�rst and hope for a big burst mid race to make the difference.  A 

lake of Extend cards could be troubling. The 3 Extend is put on 
the bottom since it is likely to be in the pack. 

White Hand: 9, 10, 8, 12, 11, 11, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 1, 3

Green Car - Needs to stay in the race and hope for a late pass at 
the end. 

Green Hand: 5, 5, 7, 6, 10, R, 9, R, 8, 4, 3, 3, 2

Blue Car – Blue is in a tough spot. The number of Extend cards 
is nice, but can it get out ahead of the pack early and use them? 
They’ll have to try. 

Blue Hand: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Note: When putting the hands together you have to stay 
objective. Don’t think about what the other cars are already 
doing. Just build to the strengths that each hand gives you. Feel 
free to make choices about what you think is the best course of 

action, but don’t take into account that you already built a hand 
that is stronger at the start so you need to build for the �nishing 
laps. Just build. 

THE RACE

At the start we have Blue winning a die roll and taking the pole 
position, Red in the second spot, White in third, and Green 
giving up the start with that “5” card. The race begins. 

Green makes a weak attempt at passing White (5 vs 9) and 
doesn’t make it. 

White now goes after Red (8 vs 12) and is stopped.

Red challenges Blue (11 vs 11) and is also stopped. 

Blue has an open track and checks the bottom of its deck and 
Extends with a 1.

Next lap �nds Green pushing White (7 vs 12) and once again 
�nding nothing.

White goes after Red (11 vs 10) and makes a PASS! With the 
Blue car Extended, White has to try and catch him. The 3 on the 
bottom pays off and it moves closer to Blue.

Red now has to play catch up and plays it’s Extend card (2).

Blue plays another Extend (1) and opens up a bit of a lead. 

After two laps Green is in last with a full car length to make up 
before reaching Red. Red is directly behind White, and Blue has 
a car length lead in �rst. 

Lap 3 sees Green play an Extend to pull up on Red

Red challenges White for second (9 vs 11) but is held off.

White checks for an Extend and �nd a (1) at the bottom and 

races to close in on Blue.

Blue and its wealth of Extend cards plays another (1) and 
spreads out the �eld. 

Lap 4 and it’s time for Green to try and make a move. It goes up 
against Red (6 vs 8) and is denied. 

Red plays Extend (2) to catch up to White.

White plays Extend (3) and pulls in behind Blue.

Blue plays Extend (2) and keeps a car length lead. 

After Four Laps we have a race order of Blue, White, Red, and 
Green. There is a car length between each car. 

Lap 5 Green plays Extend (3) and moves in behind Red. 

Red checks for an Extend and �nd nothing! 

White has and Extend (3) and moves up behind Blue.

Blue checks for an Extend but only has a (3) and can’t advance. 

Lap 6 starts with Green trying to pass Red (10 vs 6). He is 
successful and swaps places. He then uses an Extend (3) and 
slingshots a space ahead. 

Red is dead in the water without an Extend. Oh how things 
might have been different if the driver had won the die roll. He 
looked strong at the beginning, but it didn’t work out for him. 

White is now going to try and take the lead from Blue (8 vs 10) 
but it held off. 

Blue can’t extend and stays put. 

Lap 7 �nds both Red and Green without Extends and their fate 
sealed. It is now a two car race. 

White goes for another pass on Blue (7 vs 7) and is once again 
denied.
 
Lap 8 and White goes for the pass again (7 vs 6) and White goes 
into the lead!

Blue tries to get the position back (5 vs 6) but is blocked. 

It’s down to the �nal lap and once last chance for Blue to get the 
lead back (5 vs 4) and he makes the pass on the �nal lap to win 
the race. 

Race results in Blue, White, Green Red. 

Obviously, this game played out with people playing the right 
card at the right time could have ended very differently. Also, if 
Red had won the Pole it could have jumped out. But it is the not 
knowing that can be very exciting in this variant. 

It also helps you think up different strategies to use with the 
hands you’re dealt. 

Enjoy the Race!



SAMPLE RACE

In a four car race the hands were dealt out with the following 
results:

Red: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 9, 8, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2 (Pretty Good Hand!)
White: 12, 11, 11, 10, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1
Green: R, R, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2
Blue: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Looking them over one at a time and trying to �gure out the best 
course of action, I set the cards in the following order: 

Red Car – A ton of speed early and the ability to hold off cars 
should make up for the shortage of Extend Cards. I’ve decided to 
pretty much play it straight with the speed at the top, but saved 
a nine for later in case Red needed a last minute move. 

Red Hand: R, 12,12,11,10, 9, 8, 6, 4, 9, 4, 2, 2

White Car – Hand is balanced. I have decided to play it slow at 
�rst and hope for a big burst mid race to make the difference.  A 

lake of Extend cards could be troubling. The 3 Extend is put on 
the bottom since it is likely to be in the pack. 

White Hand: 9, 10, 8, 12, 11, 11, 8, 7, 7, 6, 4, 1, 3

Green Car - Needs to stay in the race and hope for a late pass at 
the end. 

Green Hand: 5, 5, 7, 6, 10, R, 9, R, 8, 4, 3, 3, 2

Blue Car – Blue is in a tough spot. The number of Extend cards 
is nice, but can it get out ahead of the pack early and use them? 
They’ll have to try. 

Blue Hand: R, 12, 11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

Note: When putting the hands together you have to stay 
objective. Don’t think about what the other cars are already 
doing. Just build to the strengths that each hand gives you. Feel 
free to make choices about what you think is the best course of 
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action, but don’t take into account that you already built a hand 
that is stronger at the start so you need to build for the �nishing 
laps. Just build. 

THE RACE

At the start we have Blue winning a die roll and taking the pole 
position, Red in the second spot, White in third, and Green 
giving up the start with that “5” card. The race begins. 

Green makes a weak attempt at passing White (5 vs 9) and 
doesn’t make it. 

White now goes after Red (8 vs 12) and is stopped.

Red challenges Blue (11 vs 11) and is also stopped. 

Blue has an open track and checks the bottom of its deck and 
Extends with a 1.

Next lap �nds Green pushing White (7 vs 12) and once again 
�nding nothing.

White goes after Red (11 vs 10) and makes a PASS! With the 
Blue car Extended, White has to try and catch him. The 3 on the 
bottom pays off and it moves closer to Blue.

Red now has to play catch up and plays it’s Extend card (2).

Blue plays another Extend (1) and opens up a bit of a lead. 

After two laps Green is in last with a full car length to make up 
before reaching Red. Red is directly behind White, and Blue has 
a car length lead in �rst. 

Lap 3 sees Green play an Extend to pull up on Red

Red challenges White for second (9 vs 11) but is held off.

White checks for an Extend and �nd a (1) at the bottom and 

races to close in on Blue.

Blue and its wealth of Extend cards plays another (1) and 
spreads out the �eld. 

Lap 4 and it’s time for Green to try and make a move. It goes up 
against Red (6 vs 8) and is denied. 

Red plays Extend (2) to catch up to White.

White plays Extend (3) and pulls in behind Blue.

Blue plays Extend (2) and keeps a car length lead. 

After Four Laps we have a race order of Blue, White, Red, and 
Green. There is a car length between each car. 

Lap 5 Green plays Extend (3) and moves in behind Red. 

Red checks for an Extend and �nd nothing! 

White has and Extend (3) and moves up behind Blue.

Blue checks for an Extend but only has a (3) and can’t advance. 

Lap 6 starts with Green trying to pass Red (10 vs 6). He is 
successful and swaps places. He then uses an Extend (3) and 
slingshots a space ahead. 

Red is dead in the water without an Extend. Oh how things 
might have been different if the driver had won the die roll. He 
looked strong at the beginning, but it didn’t work out for him. 

White is now going to try and take the lead from Blue (8 vs 10) 
but it held off. 

Blue can’t extend and stays put. 

Lap 7 �nds both Red and Green without Extends and their fate 
sealed. It is now a two car race. 

White goes for another pass on Blue (7 vs 7) and is once again 
denied.
 
Lap 8 and White goes for the pass again (7 vs 6) and White goes 
into the lead!

Blue tries to get the position back (5 vs 6) but is blocked. 

It’s down to the �nal lap and once last chance for Blue to get the 
lead back (5 vs 4) and he makes the pass on the �nal lap to win 
the race. 

Race results in Blue, White, Green Red. 

Obviously, this game played out with people playing the right 
card at the right time could have ended very differently. Also, if 
Red had won the Pole it could have jumped out. But it is the not 
knowing that can be very exciting in this variant. 

It also helps you think up different strategies to use with the 
hands you’re dealt. 

Enjoy the Race!
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